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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved.
Update 3.0.0.3 is Available for Downloading
The updated version 3.0.0.3 is now available for download. This update has corrections to
several errors encountered in the last update version 3.0.0.2. I missed sending a newsletter after
the last update, so I will cover those changes here.
2016 Updated NOPS Tables
The biggest update contained in 3.0.0.2 was the addition of the updated 2016 NOPS values in the
NOPS table. The ranking list was also updated at the same time and the values there are current.
You will only need to update any of your tournament scorebooks that you want published on the
USA-WS national or various regional websites.
Team Summary Results To Live Web Scoring
The scorer can now send the team results from the Master Team Summary window to the Live
Web Scoreboard. A team feature is also now available on the Web Scoreboard.
Corrected Error in NCWSA Slalom Team Summary Features
The placements were not being calculated correctly in NCWSA tournaments and this has now
been fixed to display the results accurately.
Running Order Will Now Recalculate The Handicap Settings
A new icon has been added to the Running Order window that will allow you to recalculate the
Handicap values for the skiers in an event to the updated handicap numbers.
Corrected Error in Slalom Entry With Opt Up Features
This is the problem that was encountered on a reride:
For a junior skier there was a site equipment failure and a reride was granted. The skier had a
protected score of 4 buoys @ 46k 18m and chose to opt up to 49k which she ran and continued
on. In the scoring program, the scorer notated the reride and it added the new line for the reride
to be scored at 46k 18m at which point the scorer tried to 'opt up' where it should have registered
49k 18m but instead it jumped to 55k 18m.
Dave found and corrected an issue when opting up when skier is below maximum speed, so this
should not happen again.
Anytime that you encounter a situation like this, please let us know immediately so that the issue
can be corrected quickly.

NCWSA Team Management Exception
A Team Management Exception has been encountered when assigning the running order
sequence to collegiate teams. Dave added a check for a null team group value to the coding and
this exception should not happen again.
That’s it for now, so get your updates and get ready for another fun season in our favorite
activity.

